Effect of Magnetic Tacrine-Loaded Chitosan Nanoparticles on Spatial Learning, Memory, Amyloid Precursor Protein and Seladin-1 Expression in the Hippocampus of Streptozotocin-Exposed Rats
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ABSTRACT

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disease characterized by memory and cognitive dysfunction due to neuronal cell loss in higher brain centers. Senile plaques containing amyloid β (Aβ) are associated with this disease as well as a reduction in cholinergic neuron numbers. Tacrine is a reversible cholinesterase inhibitor in clinical use to treat moderate forms of AD. Chitosan nanoparticles represent an effective systemic delivery system for drugs. The application of tacrine-loaded chitosan nanoparticles has been shown to selectively increase tacrine concentrations in the brain tissue. In this study, we compared magnetic and non-magnetic tacrine-loaded chitosan nanoparticles for their bioactivity and neuroprotective potency in streptozotocin (stz)-induced neurodegeneration, an accepted animal model for AD. Male rats received a single injection of stz via an implanted cannula into the lateral brain ventricle. Tacrine (tac)-loaded chitosan nanoparticles were delivered into the tail vein. Spatial learning and memory were analyzed using the Morris water maze task. Amyloid precursor protein gene (APP) and seladin-1 gene expression were studied in the hippocampus by real time-PCR. Tac-loaded non-magnetic and tac-loaded magnetic chitosan nanoparticles increased spatial learning and memory after stz treatment with magnetic nanoparticles being most effective. Similarly, tac-loaded chitosan nanoparticles increased seladin-1 and reduced APP gene expression. Again, magnetic nanoparticles were more effective. These data reveal that tac-loaded non magnetic and tac-loaded magnetic chitosan nanoparticles to a higher extent improve brain deficits related to stz application. We conclude that the magnetic target drug delivery system is a promising therapeutic strategy to protect AD-related degenerating in the CNS.
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INTRODUCTION

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a complex neurodegenerative disorder characterized by a massive loss of synapses and dysfunction of the cholinergic neurotransmitter...
system in the central nervous system (CNS). In addition, glutamatergic and serotonergic neurons are also affected. Thus, cell-cell communication within the brain is first impaired and finally intrinsic neural networks become destroyed. This is paralleled by a progressive decline of such as memory, learning and emotionality, and finally ends in dementia. AD represents a worldwide major challenge for health care systems. At the histopathological level, depositions of amyloid-β (Aβ) protein and the formation of neurofibrillary tangles (NFT) containing hyper-phosphorylated Tau protein are important hallmarks of AD. AD appears as a multifactorial syndrome with several target proteins contributing to its etiology. Two main classes of medication appear to be suited for pharmacological management of AD. Agents which affect glutamatergic neurotransmission and therapeutic inhibitors of acetylcholinesterase (AChE) are currently under intensive scientific debate, these pathological processes are thought to play a major role in induction of neuronal cell death in the cerebral cortical hemispheres which lead to a dramatic shrinkage of the brain mass.

Much effort has been put into AD research to uncover the biochemical and molecular processes causing neuronal damage and death. Despite an ongoing controversial debate on the role of Aβ deposition and NFT for AD, most therapeutic strategies are designed to target these abnormal structures and to prevent Aβ formation or to remove deposits. However, AD appears as a multifactorial syndrome with several target proteins contributing to its etiology. Two main classes of medication appear to be suited for pharmacological management of AD. Agents which affect glutamatergic neurotransmission and therapeutic inhibitors of acetylcholinesterase (AChE) are currently under intensive scientific debate, these pathological processes are thought to play a major role in induction of neuronal cell death in the cerebral cortical hemispheres which lead to a dramatic shrinkage of the brain mass.

The aim of the present study was to demonstrate (i) the improved bioactivity and neuroprotective potential of tacrine-loaded chitosan nanoparticles in an animal model consisting of streptozotocin (STZ)-induced neurodegeneration in the cerebral cortex and (ii) the higher efficacy of magnetic vs. non-magnetic application forms of tac-loaded nanoparticles. Morris water maze testing was performed for functional behavioral outcome and expression levels of amyloid precursor protein (APP) and seladin-1 were measured by quantitative PCR.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Animals

Ten-week-old male Wistar rats (200–250 g) were maintained in a pathogen-free environment with free access to water and food following approval by the institutional animal experimentation ethical committee. Animals underwent routine cage maintenance once a week and microbiological monitoring according to the Islamic Republic of Iran Laboratory Animal Science Association recommendations. Research and animal care procedures were approved by the Review Board for the Care of Animal Subjects of the district government (Tehran, Iran). Rats were housed at a temperature of 20°C environment and exposed to alternate light and dark cycles, 12h each. Subjects were randomly divided into different experimental groups prior to the operation procedure (see below). Sham operated receiving 10 µl normal saline was infused icv in each ventricle on days 1 and 3 (n=8); control group receiving 10 µl STZ (3 mg/kg) via icv in each ventricle on days 1 and 3 (STZ, n=8); group A, after one day receiving STZ (3 mg/kg via...
Surgical procedure

Rats were deeply anesthetized with ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (25 mg/kg) (both Razi Co., Iran) intraperitoneally. For chronic implantation of cannula (21 g) into lateral cerebral ventricles (ivc) under stereotactic guidance, appropriate narcosis was verified by reflex testing such as the lack of ocular reflex and the absence of a pedal withdrawal response to a hard pinch. Therefore, animals were fixed in a stereotactic apparatus, and a midline incision was made in the skin. Then, a small hole was induced in the cranial region and the guide cannula was implanted and fixed. Coordinates were AP −0.8 mm, L ±1.5 mm (midline) and 3.6 mm deep from the dura. Animals were allowed one day to recover before treatment. Stz and its carrier were administered at day 1 and 3 after surgery with a 10 µl Hamilton syringe (10 µl at a rate of 1 µl/min) connected via a Teflon tube to an injector that exceeded by 2 mm the length of the guide cannula.

Intravenous administration

Prior to intravenous administration of the drug, animals were anesthetized with isoflurane and positioned laterally. Single doses of magnetic chitosan, chitosan plus tac (1 mg/kg), or magnetic chitosan plus tac were injected via the tail vein at day 1.

Morris water maze test

Spatial learning and memory of animals were tested in a Morris water maze. It consisted of a circular water tank (160 cm diameter, 60 cm height) filled with water (25±1°C) to a depth of 25 cm. A non-toxic water dispersible emulsion was used to render the water opaque. Four equally spaced locations around the edge of the pool (North, South, East, and West) were used as start points which divided the pool into 4 quadrants. An escape platform (10 cm in diameter) was placed in the pool 2 cm below the surface of water. The escape platform was placed in the middle of one of the randomly selected quadrants of the pool and kept in the same position throughout the entire experiment (north-east for this study). Before training started, rats were allowed to swim freely into the pool for 90 s without platform.

Animals received a training session consisting of 4 trials per session (once from each starting point) for 4 days (days 14, 15, 16 and 17), each trial having a ceiling time of 90 s and a trial interval of approximately 30 s. After climbing onto the hidden platform, animals remained there for 30 s before commencement of the next trial. If the rat failed to locate the hidden platform within the maximum time of 90 s, it was gently placed on the platform and allowed to remain there for the same interval of time. The time taken to locate the hidden platform (latency in s) was measured.

Twenty four hours after the acquisition phase, a probe test (day 17) was conducted by removing the platform. Rats were allowed to swim freely in the pool for 90 s and the time spent in target quadrant, which had previously contained the hidden platform, was recorded. The time spent in the target quadrant indicated the degree of memory consolidation which had taken place after learning.

RNA isolation and real time RT-PCR

After removing the brain, the entire dorsal and ventral hippocampal formation including Ammon’s horn, dentate gyrus, and subiculum was dissected following the removal of the basal hypothalamus (Ivanova and Beyer, 2000). Tissue pieces were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and maintained at -70°C until RNA isolation. After tissue homogenization, total RNA was isolated using the Trizol reagent (GIBCO BRL Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, USA) according to the manufacturer’s recommended protocol. RNA samples were reverse-transcribed by Moloney murine leukemia virus (MMLV) reverse transcriptase (Superscript RT GIBCO, D) and oligo-(dT)15 primers (Promega, USA). Subsequently, SYBR Green Master PCR Mix (Applied Biosystems) and target specific PCR primers for seladin-1 for 5'-GGGTGTTTTGTGGCTCTTCC and rev 3'-GCTCCTTCCACTCCGATCC and amyloid precursor protein (APP) for 5'-GGCCCCAGAAATTACATCA and rev 3'-GTTCATGCTTCGTAGATCA were used for amplification of cDNA samples by using real time quantitative PCR equipment (7500 Fast Real Time PCR System, Applied Biosystems) applying a standardized protocol. Relative quantification was performed using the deltaCt method which results in ratios between target genes and a housekeeping reference gene (22). Gene expression was monitored using the ABI Prism 7000 apparatus (Applied Biosystems, USA). For data calculation, values of saline-treated animals were set to 1.
Statistical analysis
All results represent means±SEM. Data were analyzed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey’s post hoc test with p≤0.05 as statistically significant

RESULTS
Behavioral studies
The Morris water maze test was performed to examine hippocampal-dependent spatial learning and memory. As shown figures 1A and B, spatial memory testing in rats receiving stz was significantly reduced (p≤0.001) suggesting that AD-like symptoms have been successfully triggered.

In the spatial version of the water maze test, the swimming speed did not differ between normal saline, stz, stz+tac-loaded magnetic and non-magnetic chitosan and stz+magnetic chitosan and non-magnetic chitosan groups (data are not shown). During the five days of training, tac-loaded magnetic chitosan and non-magnetic chitosan exposed rats significantly improved their performance as shown by reduced escape latency to reaching the platform (and also shortened distance) (p≤0.001) compared to the stz group (figure 1A). However, the average latency stz rats needed to find the hidden platform was significantly longer (p≤0.001) than the saline group, indicating that these rats revealed deficits in spatial learning and memory. The groups receiving stz plus tac-loaded magnetic and non-magnetic chitosan (stz+tac+Ch, stz+tac+mCh) did not show significant differences compared to the normal saline group but were significantly reduced compared to the stz group (p≤0.0001) suggesting a beneficial effect of tac-loaded chitosan. During the trials where rats tried to find the hidden platform, tac-loaded magnetic and non-magnetic chitosan rats spent more time in the target area than in any of the other three quadrants (p≤0.001). In contrast, stz rats spent ~30% of the time in the target quadrant which was not significantly different from the 25% chance level (figure 1C). In the non-spatial version of the water maze test, stz and groups with tac-loaded magnetic and non-magnetic chitosan and saline rats performed equally in locating a cued-platform (p=0.98).

Figure 1. Effect of treatment on behavioral performance. (A) Escape latency and (B) travelled distance both after 4d, (C) time spent in the target quadrant after 4d, (D) escape latency during 4d training period. Stz increased escape latency and travelled distance compared to saline control animals (**p≤0.001 stz vs saline). These effects were antagonized by the co-application of tac+Ch and tac+mCh at equal levels (**p≤0.0001). In contrast, stz reduced the time spent in the target quadrant (*p≤0.01 stz vs saline). Again, this effect was abolished by either of the two above treatment groups. Moreover, all two groups show increased levels compared to the saline group (**p≤0.001). Time course of escape latency experiments expressed from an individual animal per group (D) reveals that in all groups a reduction can be observed during the training period with worst improvement in the stz group and equal learning improvement in the mCH group. The initial slope of acquisition was much faster in the saline and mCh group.
which indicates that these groups had comparable motor abilities and visual acuity. The lack of preference for the target quadrant together with the poor performance during training suggested that stz rats had impaired spatial learning and memory before the appearance of amyloid plaques. Figure 1D demonstrates that all groups showed a declining latency time to reach the escape platform during the training period with a slightly stronger slope in the stz+tac+Ch and mCh groups which however only became significant between groups on day 4 (compare to data shown in figure 1A).

**Expression of seladin-1 and APP in the hippocampus**

The amount of seladin-1 mRNA was assessed by real-time RT-PCR (Figure 2A). Significantly (p≤0.05) reduced levels of seladin-1 transcripts were observed in the stz group in comparison to the saline group. Treatment with either tac+Ch and to a significant higher extent with tac+mCh further boosted seladin-1 expression significantly by 2- and 4-times, respectively (p≤0.005 and p≤0.0001).

APP expression was significantly (p≤0.05) increased after stz treatment compared to saline (Figure 2B). The application of tac+Ch or tac+mCh significantly (p≤0.001) prevented this effect at a similar level and further diminished APP levels approx. 20-30% compared to saline levels.

**DISCUSSION**

AD is an irreversible and slowly progressing complex neurodegenerative disease of the brain. This brain disease is characterized in pathophysiological terms by the presence of parenchymal Aß plaques mainly within the cerebral cortex and intra-neuronal NFT. To which extent these hallmarks contribute to the resulting neurological deficits and disease progression is still a matter of controversial discussion. Nevertheless, in final disease stages a massive loss of cerebral cortex tissue and shrinkage of brain mass can be observed as a result of neuronal cell loss in the respective brain areas. In vitro and in vivo studies have showed that AChE has the bio (chemical) property to bind to Aß senile plaques thereby further promoting its aggregation both in vitro and in vivo. Furthermore, AD is paralleled by a progressive dysfunction and decline of the cholinergic neurotransmitter system in the CNS. These observations make it plausible that pharmaceutical approaches tackling the cholinergic brain system might have beneficial effects on disease progression and might slow down symptoms. The use of AChE inhibitors may therefore result in benefits of patients and it was suggested to improve memory function. Nevertheless, there is still some controversy about using AChE inhibitors in long-term treatment. Among AChE inhibitors, tac was the first drug approved for AD by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Several clinical trials have supported the effectiveness of tac for AD by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). However, to obtain sufficient efficacy, high doses of tac are required which may cause side effects such as gastrointestinal problems. Therefore, a target-specific release to and an accumulation within the brain structures of interest would
be of therapeutic advantage to minimize non-target effects. Special attention has been given to the development of novel and effective drug delivery systems that are capable of carrying the drug and providing sufficient bioavailability in the CNS. In particular, the field of nanoneurotechnology, i.e. the application of nanoparticles for target-specific drug delivery, has developed during the past years 27. One of the major problems of this technology is the controlled drug release at the target site(19). The use of externally controlled delivery systems such as magnetic tools could help to overcome some problems 30. Magnetically-targeted delivery systems are promising and allow to accumulate the therapeutic drug within the target area by improving the microvascular permeability and interstitial penetration 28.

Our study was undertaken to analyze the effect of tac-loaded to magnetic and non-magnetic chitosan micro-particles on recovery and/or prevention of AD symptoms in rats achieved by treating the animals with stz. In a previous study, tac accumulation in the liver and spleen was reduced after coating nanoparticles with 1% polysorbate 80 29. In our set-up, micro-particles were injected iv and a suitable magnet were place over the skull of the animals. Chitosan nanoparticles are considered as suitable tools to be used for drug delivery in medical therapy 29. For our purpose, magnetic particles were incorporated in chitosan polymers. This modification leads to a retention of the magnetic carrier at the target size, delayed reticulo-endothelial clearance, and facilitated extravasations, thereby causing prolonged activity of the applied drug 30. We used the intracerebroventricular administration of stz to obtain AD-like long-term symptoms in rats such as learning and memory disabilities 30. We could clearly demonstrate that stz application causes a reliable aggravation of behavioral deficits. The treatment with tac-loaded non-magnetic and magnetic chitosan prevented behavioral decline with respect to escape latency, travelled distance, and time spent in the target quadrant to a similar extent. With respect to levels of toxic APP 32 and neuroprotective seladin-1 levels which confers resistance to AD-associated neurodegeneration and oxidative 33, we found that in particular the magnetic approach induced seladin-1 expression, whereas both forms of chitosan particles were equally effective in preventing APP expression. Although in our behavioral studies both particle forms were similarly successful and only seladin-1 expression was measurable increased by the application of the magnetic chitosan nanoparticles, we assume that in AD models, the magnetic approach is promising for future studies. This is also suggested by others studies where the tac concentration could be significantly increased in the target brain region by the use of an magnetic experimental set-up in AD models 30.

Altogether, we assume that the chosen magnetic delivery approach using nanoparticles is a new promising tool for the selective treatment of brain diseases, since these particles easily cross the blood-brain-barrier and can therefore be selectively released and display their highest bioactivity at the target site of action 29,34.
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